Sacramento Police Department Bias-Related Incidents - 2019
This information was produced for information purposes only; it is limited by the information available and/or collected at the time the statistics were generated. This information is not a replacement for UCR statistics.

Case Number Report Date Incident Time

Location

Beat

Bias Description

1B

Anti-Homosexual

19-14471

1/12/2019

2159

2200 BLOCK OF SANDCASTLE WAY

19-1800931

1/22/2019

1230

300 BLOCK OF COUNTRY RIVER WAY

4C

Anti-Black

19-60002

2/25/2019

834

700 BLOCK OF 12TH ST

3M

Anti-Jewish

Notes
Victim received a voice message from an unknown subject
stating that the subject knew the victim was gay, there was
something wrong with the victim, and they would be coming
after the victim.
Witness overheard a subject saying that the Klan needed to take
care of the Black race.
Subject spray painted "Happy Holocaust" on a wall.
The victims were flagged down by the suspect who tried to get
the victims to come over to a vehicle. When the victims didn’t
come over, the suspect said, "You fuckin' faggots." The victims
left in their vehicle and the suspect chased the victims
attempting to ram their vehicle.

19-63022

2/27/2019

2257

TRUXEL RD / GATEWAY PARK BLVD

1A

Anti-Homosexual

19-1803457

3/15/2019

1500

2400 BLOCK OF CASTRO WAY

4A

Anti-Homosexual

19-1803545

3/16/2019

1135

4100 BLOCK OF CANBY WAY

4A

Anti-Homosexual

1A

Anti-Homosexual

The victim was walking his dog when the suspect said, “Hey,
your tongue is green. You gay mother fucker” and then
proceeded to punch the victim. The suspect robbed the victim
of his wallet. The victim felt targeted as he is transgender.

The victim and a neighbor were having a dispute over a parking
spot. The neighbor yelled out many times about the victim
being a "homo."
The victim found a sign on the lawn that said, "Lesbians 4
Trump" and flowers scattered.

19-82158

3/17/2019

1530

TRUXEL RD / NATOMAS CROSSING
DR

19-87455

3/22/2019

1048

1700 BLOCK OF 16TH ST

3A

Anti-White

As the suspect was exiting a RT train, he spit in the victim’s face.
The suspect stated that he spit on the victim because the victim
was White and the suspect did not like White people.

19-1803925

3/26/2019

0

2800 BLOCK OF R ST

3B

Anti-Jewish

A swastika and the letters "KKK" were drawn on the sidewalk.

19-97249

3/30/2019

1957

3700 BLOCK OF MODELL WAY

2A

Anti-Muslim

One neighbor is upset with the behavior of the children and
believes they behave the way they do because they are Muslim.

19-106985

4/7/2019

2000

600 BLOCK OF 38TH ST

6D

Anti-Jewish

19-125642

4/23/2019

1948

7800 BLOCK OF CENTER PKWY

5C

Unknown

An unknown subject wrote in chalk on the sidewalk “SAtAN’S
StAtELY” with a Star of David.
Subject burned a cross in an empty field. The subject made
comments about the KKK and said that he was burning the cross
in honor of his family. The subject did not make any threats
toward any group.

19-170924

5/31/2019

2324

1900 BLOCK OF L ST

3B

Anti-Homosexual

The victim and his husband were on the street when a vehicle
passed them and one of the occupants threw a can at them,
striking the husband. The vehicle was stopped so the victim
went up to the car and threw the can back into the vehicle. The
occupants came back and said to the victim, “You’re a faggot”
and then punched the victim in the face and drove away.

19-212518

7/5/2019

820

6000 BLOCK OF MIDWAY ST

6C

Anti-Homosexual

The victim is gay and felt co-worker tried to run him over
because of his sexual orientation.

19-221681

7/12/2019

1912

FOLSOM BLVD / NOTRE DAME DR

6E

Anti-Homosexual

The victims are a mixed-race, same sex couple. The couple was
involved in a physical altercation which the victims felt was
provoked because of their sexual orientation and their race
because of comments made by the suspects such as "you are
just tripping nigger" and "if you wanna looking like a man you're
gonna get beat like a man."

19-1810959

8/6/2019

956

600 BLOCK OF 4TH AVE

4A

Anti-Homosexual

The victim found a flyer on her door that stated, “Lesbians have
higher rates of cancer due to their sexual activity” along with
quotes and Bible references.

19-252520

8/6/2019

1906

1100 BLOCK OF C ST

3A

Anti-Homosexual

The victim reported problems with a neighbor that have been
going on for multiple years. The victim is gay, and the neighbor
refers to her as the “Faggot” of the building. The victim
reported the neighbor has made threats to injure her.

19-1811321

8/12/2019

950

600 BLOCK OF 5TH AVE

4A

Anti-Homosexual

19-278083

8/16/2019

1908

1900 BLOCK OF L ST

3B

Anti-Homosexual

19-281117

8/29/2019

1904

8100 BLOCK OF LA RIVIERA DR

6E

Anti-Black
Anti-Jewish

The victim found a flyer on the front door that “Lesbian sex is
causing a breast cancer epidemic.”
The Sacramento LGBTQ+ Community Center received an email
that threatened to kill “faggots.”
The victim’s home was burglarized and the suspect(s) wrote on
the walls phrases including, “Nigger Lover”, “Jew Nigga”, “Go
back to Africa”, and a swastika. The victim is Jewish and
married to a Black woman.
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19-1812578

9/4/2019

1415

Location

Beat

Bias Description

4500 BLOCK OF 14TH AVE

6A

Anti-Black

Notes
The victim was involved in a road rage incident. The victim
proceeded home, and the other driver walked up and yelled
“Nigger Bitch” to the victim.
The victim was hosting an art event featuring African American
artists at her place of business. One of the neighbors in the
building was taking photos of the guests and hiding behind cars.
The victim felt the actions were uncomfortable as this same
neighbor has said racial slurs in the past.

19-1813377

9/6/2019

2000

1500 BLOCK OF G ST

3A

Anti-Black

19-291981

9/7/2019

1813

7800 BLOCK OF SUMMERSDALE DR

5B

Anti-Physical Disability

19-308057

9/21/2019

955

2000 BLOCK OF 29TH ST

3B

Anti-Transgender

19-1814838

10/11/2019

1705

WINDBRIDGE DR / GREEN MIST CT

4C

Anti-Asian

Ongoing neighbor feud escalated to one neighbor texting the
other texts stating that the neighbor (who is Asian) and her
“people need to change our ways and stop eating dogs.”

Anti-Jewish

The victims are Jewish and had a Jewish Mezuzah on their door.
A homeless female subject took the Mezuzah off the door. The
victims confronted the female and retrieved the Mezuzah. The
victims felt they were only targeted since they were Jewish
because only the Mezuzah was taken.

19-363382

11/8/2019

1650

600 BLOCK OF N ST

3A

As the victim was walking, three suspects attempted to rob her
and called her a “midget bitch.” The victim felt she was
targeted because of her dwarfism.
The victim was struck from behind with an unknown object by a
suspect that yelled “faggot” as he fled. The victim felt targeted
due to being transgender.

19-1816332

11/13/2019

1030

3300 BLOCK OF C ST

6D

Anti-Jewish

The victim was involved in an altercation with another subject in
an eating establishment a few weeks prior. When the victim
returned to the same establishment, he was asked to leave and
was told to “Get your Jewish ass out of here” and was
threatened to be killed if he ever returned.

19-1816793

11/22/2019

1830

1600 BLOCK OF W EL CAMINO AVE

1B

Anti-Homosexual

Victim was inside a business and an altercation arose between
the victim and the employees. During the incident, the victim
reported the employees call him a “faggot” and a “bitch.”

19-386706

11/29/2019

1930

3300 BLOCK OF C ST

6d

Anti-Jewish

A swastika was spray painted on the since of the business.

6D

Anti-Homosexual
Anti-Jewish

19-417357

12/29/2019

2052

100 BLOCK OF 45TH ST

The suspect(s) spray painted “Nigger” and “Fuck Jews” on the
sidewalk outside of the victim’s residence, in the middle of the
street, on a playground, and in the women’s bathroom. Inside
the bathroom, the suspect(s) spray painted “CSMF", "RM",

"CAN", "GAY NIGGA."

19-1818679

12/31/2019

1557

3600 BLOCK OF TRUXEL RD

1A

Anti-Black

The suspect was in a parking lot and was shouting “Dead
fucking nigger” while kicking vehicles. The victim reported
the female dented her passenger rear door on her vehicle.

